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Mask Making Instructions 
All measurements are estimates so feel free to be creative 

Time: 10 minutes 

 

 

Cut out two pieces of fabric sized 10 
inches by 9 inches - preferable one piece 
thicker than the other - and place them on 
top of each other. 

 

Flip over the top piece of fabric. 



 

Sew the top part of both pieces of fabric 
together(the longer side). Only one edge 
of the two pieces should be sewn 
together. 

 

Flip over so the seam sewn in the 
previous step is on the bottom and on the 
inside. 

 

Pleat the top fabric into thirds without 
moving bottom fabric and pin pleats 
together. 



 

Flip the top pleated fabric down so the 
connecting seam is visible. 

 

Fold bottom fabric in half so the top edge 
touched the seam. 



 

Flip the pleated fabric back on top and 
adjust so the bottom layer of fabric and 
upper layers align at the top. 

 

Sew the upper edges of both pieces of 
fabric together and cut off any excess 
material on top of the stitch. Then, cut 
both the right and left edges of the mask 
to make them straight. 



 

Cut out two approximately 30 - 34 inch by 
1.5 inch pieces of fabric which will be 
your ties. Take one of the ties and fold its 
width evenly over the front and the back 
of the left side.  



 

Stitch the tie onto the mask and repeat 
this and the previous step for the right 
edge of the mask. 



 
 

The mask can be left open on the ties as 
PeaceHealth has no preference on if they 
are stitched together or are not, but you 
can also stitch both edges of all the 
masks together if you would like to and 
the fabric ties unravel 



 

PeaceHealth example mask that this 
design was adapted from. 

 


